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ABSTRACT
Inhibitory after-effects (IAEs) arise when prior acts of inhibition interfere with
current related processing. Such after-effects arise at central, distracter-occupied
locations when all locations are central (pure), but not when central and peripheral event
positions are mixed within a trial series. An explanation for this result, tested here, was
that a single distracter presentation in mixed, but not pure, designs causes the formation
of an inhibitory net vector that becomes the centre of inhibition, and which points
midway between the two potential locations (central/peripheral) on the distracter side of
midline. The predicted decrease in inhibitory after-effect size for the mixed, relative to
the pure, condition was supported; indicative of inhibitory net vector involvement, while
also extending the net vector model proposed by Klein et al. (2005). Unexpectedly,
inhibitory after-effects were produced in the pure central condition, precluding a test of
why it appears in mixed designs.

KEYWORDS: Inhibitory After-effects, Inhibition-of-Retum, Inhibitory Net Vector,
Central, Peripheral, Mixed, Spatial Negative Priming.
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Introduction
Inhibitory after-effects refer to those instances when a prior act of inhibition
comes forward to interfere with current related processing (Tassinari, Aglioti, Marzi, &
Berlucchi, 1987). According to inhibition-based models (e.g., Houghton & Tipper, 1994;
Klein, 2000), the spatial negative priming (SNP) [e.g., Neill, Terry, & Valdes, 1994] and
the inhibition-of-return (IOR) [Klein, 2000; Posner & Cohen, 1984] effects both index
the presence of inhibitory after-effects, which result because of processing generated by
to-be-ignored, distracter-occupied spatial locations. There is still some controversy as
whether the SNP and IOR after-effects emanate from the same underlying location
processing (e.g., Christie & Klein, 2001; Chao, 2009), or whether their causes are
sufficiently different to justify the maintenance of these distinct monikers (e.g., Buckolz,
Fitzgeorge, & Knowles, 2011; Edgar, 2011; Guy, Buckolz, & Khan, 2006). The general
objective here is to further investigate the possibility that the SNP and IOR effects
represent distinct phenomena.
To set out our specific interests, we begin by describing the fundamental
procedures and their prevailing causes, according to our preference, for the IOR and SNP
after-effects. During this exposition, we also deal with a question critical to the distinct
phenomena possibility; namely, whether distracter-occupied locations, positioned
centrally (or peripherally) in the visual field, are themselves inhibited or not.
Inhibition-of-Return (IOR)
With the basic IOR procedure, distracter and/or target events are delivered at one
of two peripheral (parafoveal) locations that are symmetrically positioned on either side
of a central fixation cross. Trials are presented in pairs, first the ‘cue’, then the ‘target’.
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Here, we replace these conventional terms with ‘prime’ and ‘probe’, respectively, to
match those used in the SNP literature, and to avoid confusion that can arise with the
usual terms, such as when one refers to the ‘cue’ trial versus the ‘cued’ location. Most
often, a single to-be-ignored distracter appears on the prime trial (often an abrupt
elevation in luminance level), subsequently followed by a target stimulus whose detection
is indicated by responding as quickly as possible with a predetermined response (e.g.,
finger flexion, depressing a keyboard button: 1-response task). With comparatively short
delays between trial pairs, reaction time to the probe target stimulus is significantly faster
when it arises at the cued rather than at the uncued position. However, this relationship is
reversed when the prime-to-probe delay is sufficiently extended (-300 ms), and it is this
latency inequality that defines the IOR effect (Posner & Cohen, 1984, Maylor, 1985).
The precise cause of the IOR effect remains under discussion (e.g., Berlucchi,
2006; Lupianez, Klein, & Bartolomeo, 2006; Rafal, Davies, & Lauder, 2006); however,
there is a sizeable consensus that a single stimulation in the visual periphery
automatically generates an orienting plan aimed at visiting the cued location. Orienting
response urges may include attention (Posner & Cohen, 1984), eye (Rafal, Calabresi,
Brennan, & Sciolto, 1989) or head (Comeil, Munoz, Chaman, Admans, & Cushing,
2007) movements, or some combination of these (e.g., Klein, Christie, & Morris, 2005).
It is not yet settled as to whether the orientation urge has to be executed or not to cause an
IOR effect (e.g., Rafal et al., 2006), nor whether, once executed, the orientation response
has to leave the cued fixation area before the IOR phenomenon will be observed essentially return to a central fixation area (Lupianez et al.).
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At this point, the cued location or the orientation urge/execution singly or together
may be inhibited. Thus, when the probe target later appears at the cued location one is
reluctant to re-orient to that location, either due to its having just been inhibited (the more
common view) or because the target-induced orientation response urge it generates has
also just been inhibited. In either case, these recent inhibitions need to be overcome
(taking time) before orientation and overt responding can occur to the formerly cued
position. Thus, RT(cued) > RT(uncued) = IOR effect. The idea is that such effects favour
orientations to new spatial positions and so improve search efficiency through a static
display also containing distracter items (Klein, 2000).
Experimental evidence is beginning to appear indicating that IOR effects do not
reflect the consequence of cued location inhibition, although this remains a common
viewpoint. Klein et al. (2005) reported, among other things, that the concurrent distracter
stimulation of two locations positioned symmetrically on each side of a central fixation
point resulted in the absence of an IOR after-effect at these cued locations. This finding
has been replicated by Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2009). To account for this unusual result,
Klein et al. proposed that a single (to-be-ignored), peripheral stimulation generated a
vector that pointed to the cued location, and which served as a centre of inhibition from
which radiated a gradient of declining inhibition force (i.e., an inhibition vector). On
these typical single stimulation prime trials, it was then not possible to separate cued
location inhibition from inhibition vector effects on RT (cued) trials. With the
symmetrical distracter stimulations, a net inhibitory vector was produced that was
positioned mid way between the two cued locations. In this way, the inhibitory vector and
the actually stimulated peripheral locations were separated, with delays to the probe
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target following the inhibitory net vector (i.e., target RTs were longest at the midway
point between the two cued positions), and being absent at the actually cued positions.
This result showed that distracter-stimulated locations are not themselves inhibited,
otherwise IOR effects would have continued to be present at the actually stimulated or
cued locations.
Two points of note follow. One is that the traditional IOR effect that arises at a
single distracter-occupied prime-trial location does not reflect the after-effect resulting
from an inhibited location, per se. Notably this holds for peripheral stimulations where an
event’s location is not salient (relevant) to response selection. Two, single peripheral
stimulations will generate inhibitory after-effects at these locations due to orientation
inhibition, resulting from a reflexively produced orienting response urge and/or execution
intended to explore the cued location. It is this orientation inhibition that causes the IOR
effect. Having said this, there is a caveat to this contention (Coward, Poliakoff, O’Boyle,
& Lowe (2004) which, although of undecided merit (Welsh & Pratt, 2006), is worthwhile
noting.
It is tempting to conclude that the production of the IOR effect is independent of
response processing because the cued and uncued trials used to calculate this
phenomenon share a common probe-trial response, owing to the 1-response IOR design.
Coward et al. (2004) have suggested otherwise. They proposed that a quickly formed
bond develops between the distracter-occupied (cued) location and the response it
activates on the prime trial, which then undergoes inhibition. Because of this elevated
bond strength, the past response inhibition history of the single response is more readily
retrieved, and so is more influential, when the probe target appears at the cued rather than
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at the uncued location. According to this scenario, RT for cued trials is affected by both
orientation and selective response inhibition, which then both contribute to IOR
production. In support of this notion, Coward et al. reported that the IOR effect obtained
at target-occupied prime trials (i.e., target-target trials), while significant, was reliably
smaller than that produced at prime trial locations containing a distracter event. They
reasoned that because subjects overtly responded on target prime trials, no response
inhibition was necessary, and so the selective response inhibition contribution involved
with distracter prime trials was eliminated. Hence the smaller, although still significant,
IOR effect with target prime trials was observed. While we acknowledge the possible
response-end contribution to IOR production in 1-response tasks as set out by Coward et
al., we presently accord it little weight in our explanation of the IOR effect because their
finding is not always replicated (e.g., Buckolz, Fitzgeorge, & Knowles, 2011), and
because other explanations, not involving a response-end locus for their result, have been
posited (Welsh & Pratt, 2006).
For later reference, we note that the IOR effect produced by target-target trials has
been used to suggest that that IOR and SNP are caused by the same underlying
processing (e.g., Christie & Klein, 2001).
Spatial Negative Priming (SNP) Effect
With the usual spatial negative priming (SNP) design using visual inputs, a
distracter object or a target stimulus are presented singly or together on paired-trial
presentations; first the ‘prime’, and then the ‘probe’. Each potential delivery location
typically has its own assigned, usually spatially compatible, manual response (i.e., forced
choice trial; keyboard button-press, joy stick manipulation). Incidentally, spatial negative
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priming procedures have either used central (SNP-central) [Buckolz, Goldfarb, & Khan,
2004; Buckolz, Avramidis, & Fitzgeorge, 2008; Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008; Fitzgeorge
et al., 2011; Neill, Terry, & Valdes, 1994; Tipper, Brehaut, & Driver, 1990] or peripheral
(SNP-peripheral) [Chao, 2009; Christie & Klein, 2001] locations. For reasons that are
made evident later, our interest here focuses on the SNP-central tasks and data, and the
use of the SNP acronym henceforth is intended to signify this. Participants respond as
quickly as possible to the spatial position of a designated target while taking care to
ignore a distracter event should one be present. Reaction times to probe targets that arise
at positions formerly occupied by the prime distracter (i.e., ignored-repetition [IR] trial)
are slower than those obtained when the target appears at a previously unused location
(i.e., control [CO]) trial). The RT(IR)>RT(CO) latency inequality is the common means
of defining the SNP effect.
While a number of explanations have been offered to explain negative priming
effects (e.g., match vs. mismatch theory, Park & Kanwisher, 1994; Neill, 2007), in our
view, the one that best accommodates the preponderance of the SNP data is an inhibitionbased account by Fitzgeorge, Buckolz, and Khan (2011) that was generated primarily
based upon SNP findings, and which simply modifies some of the earlier ideas of
Houghton and Tipper (1994) and Tipper (2001).
According to Fitzgeorge et al. (2011); also Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, (2008), when a
visual prime-trial distracter event arrives, it is recognized and the response related to its
occupied location undergoes activation, which is subsequently inhibited to prevent the
output’s unwanted execution. The inhibited distracter response then becomes resistant to
future execution (i.e., has an execution resistance [ER] feature]. Consequently, when the
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former prime distracter response is used in the future, it produces two inhibitory after
effects (IAEs). Before turning to these after-effects, we note that we can represent the
prime distracter processing sequence as: Prime distracter (D)->Activation->Inhibition^
Execution Resistance-^Inhibitory After-effects (D->A->I->ER->IAE), and want to add
that this processing is stored, including the distracter object, and is carried out
automatically. The latter is indicated by the fact that the prime distracter event is
processed in spite of one’s intentions not to do so, and, more clearly, by the fact the same
inhibitory after-effect outcomes arise when the prime distracter has been masked, and so
was phenomenally invisible (Fitzgeorge et al., 2011). In the latter instance, the idea is that
invisible environmental events cannot intentionally generate processing (e.g., Sumner,
2007). Incidentally, evidence that the prime distracter object is stored comes from
Fitzgeorge (2009) who showed that once the SNP effect is eliminated, it can be restored
by the unpredictable appearance of a probe distracter event, but only if it matches the
identity of the prime distracter. For this to be the case, the prime distracter object had to
be stored.
Returning to the two inhibitory after-effects caused by execution resistance (ER),
one is a latency delay caused by the time needed to override ER. This ER-causing delay
has been demonstrated in a number of studies using the prime distracter response on the
probe significantly delays reaction relative to when a control response is employed; in
both of these instances, the probe target appears at a new location (Buckolz, Goldfarb, &
Khan, 2004; Edgar, 2011; Guy et al., 2006; Fitzgeorge et al., 2011; Lok, 2011). Hence,
the latency delay is attributable to the (inhibited) distracter response use. On ignoredrepetition trials, the former distracter response must now be executed, and so is held
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responsible for the SNP effect. The other inhibitory after-effect would be a bias against
selecting/executing a recently inhibited (distracter) response when given the opportunity
to do so. In further support of ER existence, both Fitzgeorge et al. (2011) and Lok (2011)
have reported subjects showing an aversion to choosing a distracter response on free
choice trials when it competed with a control response.
A notable feature of the Fitzgeorge et al. (2011) SNP explanation is that their
conjecture as to what gets inhibited is determined by a hypothetical version of what
processing the prime distracter event undergoes. This is contrary to the initial practice of
assuming that it is the salient target characteristic that is inhibited with regard to the
distracter event (i.e., location), and so to the view that the SNP effect reflected the after
effects of location inhibition (e.g., Connelly & Hasher, 1993; Neill et al., 1994). That is,
there was an inhibition-induced resistance to processing new targets that appeared at a
former distracter position. This caused the slowing observed on ignored-repetition trials,
and so the SNP effect.
Fitzgeorge et al. (2011) discounted this possibility, holding that there was
evidence to show distracter-occupied locations do not undergo inhibition. Recall as an
earlier example here the discussion of the net vector model of the IOR effect as set out by
Klein et al. (2005), and the demonstration that inhibitory after-effects were absent at
previously distracter-stimulated locations, which presumably had not been inhibited.
There is also the data obtained from SNP-central designs whereby two event locations
were mapped onto a single response (M:l mapping) [Guy, Buckolz, & Khan, 2006;
Edgar, 2011], With this M:1 mapping, the former prime distracter response can be
required while the probe target arises at a new location (i.e., a distracter-response repeat
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[DRR] trial) or at the distracter-occupied prime location (i.e., ignored-repetition [IR]
trial). Reaction time was actually significantly faster for the IR than for the DRR trial
types. The appearance of the probe target at the former distracter position did not delay
its response time as one would expect if this location had been inhibited earlier (with
subsequent inhibitory after-effects consequences). If anything, the repeated use of a
location seems to produce a facilitation effect, even when its’ prior occupant happened to
be a distracter (i.e., IR trial).
In spite of this accumulating evidence against location inhibition, Buckolz et al.
(2011) continued to look into this possibility, administering a 1-response task using
centrally positioned locations. Target or distracter primes were followed by target-only
probes. These authors reasoned that the 1-response task component eliminated any
inhibitory after-effect caused response inhibition as described by Fitzgeorge et al. (2011),
and that the central event locations removed the involvement of orientation inhibition
previously observed with peripheral location use (i.e., the IOR effect). The point was to
test whether the processing of centrally delivered distracter events would yield inhibitory
after-effects in a location-based task. No inhibitory after-effects were observed, either for
distracter or target prime-trial locations. These null effects were not the result of a failure
to undertake location discrimination on the prime trial because it was not necessary to do
so to respond. The same results were obtained with this same procedure but where
subjects were encouraged to, and did, identify the location of the prime items (pilot
study). Clearly, there was no evidence that the distracter-occupied central locations are
themselves inhibited. Since central locations are used in SNP-central designs, location
inhibition cannot then contribute to the SNP effect.
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To this point, the espoused causes of the IOR and SNP-central effects outlined
above are consistent with them being distinct phenomena. Not only does existing
research point to a response inhibition locus for the SNP effect, there is a concurrent
rejection of the idea that processing associated with a centrally positioned distracteroccupied location (on the prime trial) produces inhibitory after-effects, resulting either
from location or orientation inhibition. It turns out, however, that there is some
experimental data that apparently contradicts this latter assertion, which needs some
reconciliation effort. This constitutes our major objective here.
Contradictory Data and Its Potential Cause
Possami (1986) reported that a to-be-ignored cue presented at a central fixation
position produced an inhibitory after-effect at that location when the probe target later
appeared there. Our speculation is that this result arose because Possami used both central
and peripheral locations in the same trial series (i.e., mixed condition), unlike the work
cited above where only central locations (i.e., pure condition) were employed. Our first
specific objective was to replicate the findings of Possami within the same subjects;
would centrally positioned distracter primes produce an inhibitory after-effect in a mixed
but not in a pure condition?
We further surmised that the mixed procedure effect could be explained by a
variation of the net vector model of IOR production discussed earlier (Klein et al., 2005).
The idea is that when a distracter (cue) can occur at either a central or a peripheral
location to the left or to the right of fixation, the delivery of a single prime-trial cue
generates an inhibitory net vector to the cued side, which is positioned about midway
between the two potential event locations. This net vector becomes a centre of inhibition,
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with a decreasing gradient of inhibition extending from it, which may, or may not, extend
across midline. If this is correct, probe-trial target reactions times for central distracter
locations (prime trial) should be larger for the mixed than for the pure conditions (where
an inhibitory net vector is absent), and should exceed control latencies, thereby producing
an SNP after-effect. It follows too that the IOR effect produced at the peripheral locations
will be smaller for mixed than for pure conditions. In the latter condition, the inhibitory
vector would point at the distracter (cued) location on the prime producing a strong
inhibition impact on probe target processing. Alternately, in the mixed condition, the net
inhibitory vector would point further away from the actual distracter location, lessening
the inhibition impact there and so the IOR effect. The second specific objective was to
examine these predictions.
The Current Experiment
Subjects completed five Conditions. Conditions 1 and 2 used pure central and
peripheral locations. Conditions 3, 4, and 5 employed mixed central and peripheral
locations; differing with respect to central/peripheral event location frequency on the
prime trials; .5 (central)/.5 (peripheral), .151.25, and .251.15, respectively. This frequency
manipulation in the mixed conditions was a minor interest without any basis for a priori
conjecture. The idea was determine whether there was any indication that an inhibitory
net vector pointed more closely to the location most likely to contain a prime event. Even
if not, Conditions 4 and 5 would provide a replication opportunity for Condition 3.
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Method
Participants
Twenty four undergraduate university students between the ages of 19 and 24
years with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in this experiment. All
participants were unaware of the purpose of the experiment.
Apparatus
The input display was presented in a dimly lit room on a 53x30cm computer
monitor positioned such that bottom edge of the screen was 90cm above the floor. The
display consisted of a white fixation cross in the centre of a black screen which was
flanked by two white horizontal bar marker locations on each side (see Figure 1
throughout this section). The vertical and horizontal axes of the fixation cross each
measured 1cm in length and 0.2cm in width. The dimensions of the horizontal bar
marker locations were identical to those of the horizontal axis of the fixation cross. The
horizontal bar markers (denoted LI -L4 from left to right) specified the locations at which
target (T) and distracter (D) stimuli could occur. Target and distracter events were both
0.8cm in width and 1.3cm in height, and appeared 0.2cm above the bar marker locations.
Targets differed from distracters only in colour; targets were green whereas distracters
were red.
Participants were seated at a desk 200cm from the monitor with their chins placed
on a chin rest situated on the desk at 105cm above the ground. Participants sat with their
forearm of their dominant hand resting comfortably on the desk and with the index finger
of their dominant hand resting comfortably on the ‘B’ key of a standard keyboard.
Responses were achieved by a finger flexion resulting in depression of the ‘B’ key.
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Procedures
Participants completed five different Conditions of this one response task (see
Figure 1 and Table 1 throughout this section). All five Conditions had identical
instructions and task requirements, which were to respond to a green target as quickly as
possible while ignoring a red distracter event should one be presented. Anticipations, i.e.,
centrally initiating a response before actually perceiving the target stimulus, were to be
avoided. Individuals were also instructed to keep their chins on the chin rest, to always
start each sequence with their focus on the fixation cross, and to always return their focus
to the fixation cross after an event occurred. Participants were also made aware of what
the sequence of events would be for on each condition and completed practice trials to
ensure understanding.
Trials for all Conditions were presented in pairs, first the prime trial, followed by
the probe trial. All trial pairs began with a warning tone 100ms in duration whose offset
was followed by the appearance of the fixation cross and bar markers on the screen. Two
hundred milliseconds later, the prime trial event, either a to-be-responded to target
(green) or a to-be-ignored distracter (red), was delivered and lasted for 157ms.
Following either the offset of a prime-trial distracter event or a response to a target event,
a 700ms delay occurred whose offset initiated the probe-trial target display, which also
lasted 157ms. A response on the probe trial would cause the screen to go blank and
would initiate an inter-trial interval of 1500ms, whose offset initiated the warning tone
and the beginning of the next trial pair sequence.
The aforementioned aspects of all five Conditions were identical, the differences
are outlined below. Participants were made aware of the differences between Conditions
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prior to commencing each session. All participants first completed Conditions 1 and 2
(counterbalanced order) before proceeding to Conditions 3, 4, and 5 (counterbalanced
order).
Condition 1, Central (pure): The distance from the centre of location markers LI
and L4 to the centre of the fixation cross was 5cm each which subtended a visual angle of
1.8 degrees centre to centre at a viewing distance of 200cm. The distance from the centre
of location markers L2 and L3 to the centre of the fixation cross was 2.4cm each which
subtended a visual of 1.4 degrees centre to centre at a viewing distance of 200cm. Prime
trials were composed of either a target or a distracter event (equi-probable), both of
which occurred equally often at the four possible bar marker locations. A single target
stimulus appeared with equal frequency at the four potential locations on the probe trial.
Condition 2, Peripheral (pure): The distance from the centre of LI and L4 to the
centre of the fixation cross was 12.1cm each which subtended a visual angle of 7 degrees
centre to centre at a viewing distance of 200cm. The distance from the centre of location
markers L2 and L3 to the centre of the fixation cross was 10cm each which subtended a
visual angle of 5.7 degrees at a viewing distance of 200cm. The prime-probe
configuration and probabilities were the same as Condition 1.
In the Mixed Conditions (3-5), two o f the bar markers were positioned centrally,
two peripherally, on opposite sides of the central fixation cross and equi-distant from it.
Condition 3, Mixed (equally likely): The distances and visual angles for LI and
L4, and for L2 and L3, were identical to those utilized in Condition 2 and Condition 1,
respectively . Prime-trial events appeared equally often at central and peripheral
locations.
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Condition 4, Mixed (75% central primes): Condition 4 matched Condition 3 with
the exception that prime-trial events appeared 75% of the time at the central locations
with equal probability (i.e., 37.5%). On the remaining trials, events arose equally often at
the two peripheral bar marker positions (12.5% each).
Condition 5, Mixed (75% peripheral primes): Condition 5 reversed the location
probabilities used in Condition 4; prime-trial events now happened 75% of the time at the
peripheral locations, equally often at each, with the remaining events being presented
centrally (25%), divided equally between the two locations.
Conditions 1-3 consisted of 256 trial pairs and took approximately 15 minutes to
complete. Of the 256 trial pairs, 128 began with a distracter event on the prime, which
resulted in 16 possible combinations of distracter (D) to target (T) occurring across all
location pairings. Similarly, the 128 trial pairs following a target prime-trial resulted in
16 possible combinations of T to T occurring across all locations for a grand total of 32
possible combinations. Since the two halves of the display mirror each other, and
because we are not interested in any right versus left visual hemi -field comparisons, we
condensed our possible combinations down to 16 for analytical purposes. Table 1
displays all possible prime-probe combinations, their mirror trials, classifications and the
number of times they occurred.
Conditions 4 (75% central primes) and 5 (75% peripheral primes) consisted of
512 trial pairs and took approximately 30 minutes each to complete. Half (256) of the
512 trial pairs began with a distracter event on the prime and half (256) began with a
target on the prime. In Conditions 4 and 5, the increased probability of an event on the
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prime occurring centrally (4) or peripherally (5) was achieved by tripling the number of
the more probable location uses.
In all Conditions, participants were automatically offered a break after completion
of every 100 trial pairs (approximately every 6 minutes). Trials resumed when
participants pressed the space bar.
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Table 1
Trial Type Classifications and Frequency Breakdowns
Number of
Occurrences
in Condition
4 (original +
mirror trial)

Number of
Occurrences
in Condition
5 (original +
mirror trial)

IR, IS

Number of
Occurrenc
es in
Conditions
1, 2 and 3
(original +
mirror
trial)
16

48

16

D3-T2

DCO, IS, IS, DS

16

48

16

D2-T1

D3-T4

DCO, IS, OS, SS

16

48

16

4

D2-T4

D3-T1

DCO, IS, OS, DS

16

48

16

5

D l-T l

D4-T4

IR, OS

16

16

48

6

D4-T3

D1-T2

DCO, OS, IS, SS

16

16

48

7

D4-T2

D1-T3

DCO, OS, IS, DS

16

16

48

8

D4-T1

D1-T4

DCO, OS, OS, DS

16

16

48

9

T2-T2

T3-T3

TR, IS

16

48

16

10

T2-T3

T3-T2

TCO, IS, IS, DS

16

48

16

11

T2-T1

T3-T4

TCO, IS, OS, SS

16

48

16

12

T2-T4

T3-T1

TCO, IS, OS, DS

16

48

16

13

T l-T l

T4-T4

TR, OS

16

16

48

14

T4-T3

T1-T2

TCO, OS, IS, SS

16

16

48

15

T4-T2

T1-T3

TCO, OS, IS, DS

16

16

48

16

T4-T1

T1-T4

TCO, OS, OS, DS

16

16

48

256

512

512

Trial
Category #

Prime
Event &
Location -Probe
Event &
Location

Mirror
Image
Trial

Trial Type
Classification
(type, prime, probe,
orientation)

1

D2-T2

D3-T3

2

D2-T3

3

Totals

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)
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(inset)
Condition 1

o*
(.25/.2S/.25/.25)
Condition 2
--------------- 7,G°-

v
O*
(.2S/.25/.2S/.25)

v

Condition 3

--------- 7.0°.-----r 1- * ^

O*
(.25/.25/.2S/.25)
V

y

Condition 4

OX
(.125/.375/.375/.125)
Condition 5
------------- 7.0°-

,

Q X

(.375/.125/.125/.375)

Note. 0 * visual angles.
{ ) - probability o f prime
event occurrence by location.

Figure L An illustrative sequence of events for a one-response task with a distracter-only
(D) or a target-only (T) prime trial. The white rectangles represent a to-be responded to
target event, while the black rectangles represent a to-be-ignored distracter event. The
insets illustrate the differences between the conditions utilized.
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Results
Error Data
Probe-trial response times of less than 100ms (anticipations), and those reactions
exceeding 1000 ms (insufficient vigilance), were excluded from latency analyses. When
combined, these errors accounted for only 3% of total trials executed. Error percentage
by specific trial type can be found in Tables 2-11. Error percentage by experimental
Condition is as follows: Condition 1 (1.3%), Condition 2 (1.4%), Condition 3 (1.5%),
Condition 4 (3.4%) and Condition 5 (4.9%). Overt responses to distracter prime trials
were similarly deleted from the reaction time analyses.
Probe-trial Data: Following Prime-trial Distracter Events
Probe-trial Reaction Times: Pure Central (Condition 1) & Pure
Peripheral (Condition 2) Event Locations (Table 2)
Two one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were calculated using mean
within-subject reaction times for Conditions 1 and 2, with Trial Type (ignored-repetition
[IR], distracter control same side [DCO, SS], distracter control different side (DCO, DS])
serving as the main factors. The cell means for these analyses are found in Table 2.
Trial Type, F(2, 46) = 63.43,p < 0.01, MSE = 185, yielded a significant main
effect for Condition 1 (pure central), with the follow-up Newman-Keuls test revealing
that all pair-wise comparisons differed reliably from each other, with the exception of IR
vs. DCO, SS contrast. The significant reaction time (RT) inequality RT(IR) >
RT(DCO,DS) indicates a centrally-positioned distracter event location can yield a
significant inhibitory after-effect. This result was unexpected because it runs counter to
previous work also using pure central event presentations, which reported no evidence
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that the processing associated with central, distracter-occupied locations results in
inhibitory after-effects (e.g. Buckolz, Fitzgeorge & Knowles 2011; Edgar, 2011; Guy,
Buckolz, & Khan, 2006). The reason for the discordant result in this instance is unclear.
Unfortunately, as we outline later, the non-replication of this earlier work does mean that
we cannot test some of the predictions of the vector inhibition model (INV) of Klein et al.
(2005), insofar as it might explain why centrally-located distracter positions seem to yield
inhibitory after-effects in mixed designs.
The equal latencies produced by the IR and DCO,SS trials likely indicate that the
two locations on the same side of fixation were so close that distracter induced inhibitory
after-effects at one transferred to the other.
The Trial Type main effect for Condition 2 (pure peripheral) also proved to be
significant, F(2, 46) = 52.16,/» < 0.01, MSE = 293. The Newman-Keuls test revealed that
all pair-wise comparisons differed reliably from each other, again with the exception of
IR vs. DCO, SS contrast. The reliably slower reaction time observed when the probe
target appeared on the same, as opposed to on the different, side as the prime-trial
distracter stimulation (369 ms vs. 322 ms) constitutes a typical inhibition-of-retum (IOR)
effect (e.g., Posner & Cohen, 1984; Klein, 2000). Recall that single, to-be-ignored
stimulations (i.e., distracters) in the visual periphery are thought to automatically generate
orientation plans or urges, which then interfere with future re-orientation plans or
executions to these same stimulated locations (i.e., orientation inhibition). Accordingly,
reaction time for targets appearing at a previously stimulated peripheral location is
delayed, causing the IOR effect.
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As with the pure central location Condition (1), the two locations on the same side
of the fixation cross had comparable reaction times and so were not distinguished from
each other on a performance basis. This is consistent with the INV model of IOR (Klein
et ah, 2005).
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Table 2
Mean Probe Trial Reaction Times (ms) Following Distracter Primes fo r Pure Central &
Pure Peripheral Event Locations.
Condition
Trial Type

Condition 1 (Pure Central

Condition 2 (Pure

100%)

Peripheral 100%)

IR (1,5)

359 (9.8) [1.7]

369(13.0) [1.7]

DCO, SS (3, 6)

354 (10.2) [1.3]

362(11.4) [2.0]

DCO, DS (2, 4, 7, 8)

319(8.6) [0.9]

322 (9.2) [0.8]

After-Effect (IR - DCO, SS)

5

7

After-Effect (IR - DCO, DS)

40*

47*

Note. () = standard error (ms); [] = button press error (%).
*p < 0.05.
Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)
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Probe-trial Reactions Times (ms) for Centrally Cued Locations (IR,
IS) in the Mixed Conditions (3-5, Tables 3-4)
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated using mean within-subject
reaction times for the centrally cued locations in the three mixed conditions (Table 3).
Condition (3, 4, & 5) and Trial Type (ignored-repetition, control) served as the main
factors, with Trial Type producing the only significant F-value, F (l, 23) = 32.06 ,p <
0.01, MSE = 256. Mindful of the non-significant interaction, F(2, 46) = 1.16, p < 0.21,
MSE = 238, this main effect indicates that overall, reaction times for ignored-repetition
(IR) trials significantly exceeded those for control (CO) trials, and that this difference did
not vary among Conditions. Because of the small RT(IR) vs. RT(CO) difference for
Condition 3 (9 ms), we carried out a planned comparison to ensure that this contrast was
significant. This proved to be the case, ¿(24) = 2.36,p < 0.05, SDD = 18.66.
So, as we surmised, inhibitory after-effects were produced at central distracter
locations when these locations were used in conjunction with peripheral event positions
(i.e., our mixed conditions). Had we not unexpectedly produced inhibitory after-effects at
central distracter locations in our pure condition, this result would have been consistent
with our proposal that a single stimulation in mixed conditions can generate an inhibitory
net vector, which then produces inhibitory after-effects at central distracter positions.
Unfortunately, the magnitude of these inhibitory after-effects was uninfluenced by the
likelihood of the location of the stimulation on the prime trial. So, while the operation of
a net vector could have been in evidence if its orientation direction was influenced by the
likely spatial position of the prime stimulation that produced it, this did not materialize.
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The foregoing findings still allowed us to test for the involvement of an inhibitory
net vector in the mixed conditions, only now the prediction would be that the magnitude
of the inhibitory after-effect should be less (not greater) in the mixed than in the pure
condition. This is because if an inhibitory vector was operative during our pure central
condition, it would have, theoretically, pointed at the prime distracter location, causing a
high level of inhibition to be associated with this position.
In the mixed condition, the ‘net’ inhibitory vector would orient further away from
the prime distracter location, which would reduce its associated inhibition, producing a
smaller inhibitory after-effect.
To test this prediction, we calculated an ANOVA using mean within-subject
reaction times for central locations for using Condition (Condition 1 [pure] and
Conditions 3, 4, & 5 [mixed]), and Trial Type (IR, IS vs. DCO, IS) as the main factors
(Table 4). Condition, F(3, 69) = 21.52, p < 0.01, MSE = 1539 and Trial Type F( 1, 23) =
48.1 ,p < 0.01, MSE = 355, yielded significant main effects, as did their interaction F(3,
69) = 4.00,£> < 0.01, MSE = 235. Follow up primary main effect analyses revealed that
the inhibitory after-effects were significantly reduced in mixed Conditions 3 (22 ms) and
4 (15 ms), but not in mixed Condition 5(11 ms).
Overall, these results are consistent with the idea that inhibitory after-effects
caused at central distracter locations in mixed designs are caused by an inhibitory net
vector.
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Table 3
M ean P ro b e T rial R ea c tio n s Tim es (ms) F o llo w in g D istra c te r P rim es f o r C en tra l C ues
(IR, IS) in the M ix e d C onditions.

Condition
Trial Type

Condition 3 (Mixed

Condition 4 (Mixed

Condition 5 (Mixed

Equally Likely)

75% Central

75% Peripheral

Primes)

Primes)

IR, IS (1)

290 (9.9)[2.1]

295 (10.3) [5.7]

289(10.5) [11.0]

DCO, IS, IS, DS (2)

281 (8 .2 ) [0 .8 ]

279 (8.7) [6.3]

269 (8.9) [7.3]

After-Effect (1-2)

9

16*

20

N ote. () =
* p < 0.05.

*

standard error (ms); [] = button press error (%).

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)

*
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Table 4
M ean P ro b e T rial R ea ctio n Tim es (ms) F o llo w in g D istra c te r P rim es f o r P u re C en tral
C u es (IR, IS) v.v. M ix e d C en tra l Cues.

Condition
Trial Type

Condition 1

Condition 3

Condition 4

Condition 5

(Central Pure

(Mixed

(Mixed 75%

(Mixed 75%

Equally

Central Primes)

Peripheral

100

%)

Likely)

Primes)

IR, IS (1)

351 (8.9) [1.9]

290 (9.9) [2.1]

295 (10.3) [5.7]

289(10.5) [11.0]

DCO, IS, IS, DS (2)

320 (8.9) [1.3]

281 ( 8 .2 ) [0 .8 ]

279 (8.7) [6.3]

269 (8.9) [7.3]

After-Effect (1-2)

31*

9

16*

20

N ote. () =
*p < 0.05.

*

standard error; [] = button press error (%).

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS - Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control

*
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Mean Probe-trial Reactions Times (ms) for Peripherally Cued Locations (IR,
OS) in Mixed Conditions (3-5, Tables 5-6).
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated using mean with-in subject
reaction times for peripherally cued locations in mixed conditions (Table 5), with
Condition (3-5) and Trial Type (ignored-repetition [IR], control [CO]), serving as the
main factors. Trial Type generated the only significant F-value, F (l, 23)= 27.67, p <
0.01, MSE = 606. Subsequent Newman-Keuls tests showed IR latencies significantly
exceeded those for control trials, yielding the classic IOR effect of comparable
magnitudes (e.g., Posner & Cohen, 1984) for all three Conditions (Table 5). Again, there
was no indication the inhibitory net vector positioning is influenced by the likelihood of
where the prime-trial stimulations is likely to occur (central vs. peripheral). The next step
was to test the net vector model prediction that IOR size should decline in the mixed
relative to the pure condition.
To do this, we carried out an analysis of variance (ANOVA) using mean withinsubject reaction times for peripherally cued locations; Condition (2-5) and Trial Type
(IR, OS vs. DCO, OS) served as the main factors (Table 6 ). Condition, F(3, 69) = 14.93,
p < 0.01, MSE = 2213 and Trial Type F (l, 23) = 58.67, p < 0.01, MSE = 671, both
yielded significant main effects, as did their interaction F(3, 69) = 6.54, p < 0.01, MSE =
370. The related primary main effect analyses contrasting Condition 2 with each of
Conditions 3, 4, & 5 all produced significant interaction values: F( 1, 23) = 12.54, MSE =
380; F (l, 23) = 10.74, MSE= 506; F (l, 23) = 21.62, MSE = 196, respectively; allp <
0.01. As predicted by the net vector model of Klein et al. (2005), IOR effect sizes were
significantly smaller in the mixed condition. Again, this reduction is predicated upon the
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idea that in the pure condition the inhibitory vector points more directly to the prime
distracter location while, in the mixed condition, the net inhibitory vector moves away
from that point to one more central to the two potential event locations. The impact of the
latter is to reduce inhibitory after-effects at the actually stimulated location.
Summarizing the data following distracter prime trials in this study, the main
contribution here was evidence to support the idea that a single to-be-ignored stimulation
can generate an inhibitory net vector in mixed designs. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration of this outcome. The original intent was to contend that this inhibitory net
vector was responsible for seeing inhibitory after-effects at centrally stimulated locations
in mixed conditions (e.g., Possami, 1986). Because we unexpectedly found inhibitory
after-effects in our pure central Condition, we are unable to address this possibility.
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Table 5
M ean P ro b e T rial R ea c tio n s Tim es (ms) F o llo w in g D istra c te r P rim es f o r P e rip h e ra l
C u es (IR, OS) in the M ix e d C onditions.

Condition
Condition 3

Condition 4 (Mixed

Condition 5 (Mixed

(Mixed Equally

75% Central

75% Peripheral

Likely)

Primes)

Primes)

IR, OS (5)

303 (11.6) [0.8]

307 (14.2) [3.6]

303 (13.6) [7.6]

DCO, OS, OS, DS ( 8 )

281 ( 8 .6 ) [1.3]

287(11.4) [3.9]

280 (11.0) [6.4]

Trial Type

After-Effect (5-8)
N ote. 0 *p < 0.05.

22

*

20

*

standard error (ms); [] = button press error (%).

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS - Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)

23*
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Table 6
M ean P ro b e T rial R ea ctio n Tim es (ms) F o llo w in g D istra c te r P rim es f o r P u re P erip h e ra l
C u es (IR, OS) vs. M ix e d P e rip h e ra l Cues.

Condition
Trial Type

Condition 2

Condition 3

Condition 4

Condition 5

(Peripheral Pure

(Mixed Equally

(Mixed 75%

(Mixed 75%

Likely)

Central Primes)

Peripheral

100

%)

Primes)
IR, OS (5)

371 (13.2) [1.1]

303 (11.6) [0.8]

307 (14.2) [3.6]

303 (13.6) [7.6]

DCO, OS, OS, DS ( 8 )

321 (8.9) [0.5]

281 ( 8 .6 ) [1.3]

287(13.6) [3.9]

280(11.1) [6.4]

After-Effect (5-8)

50*

22

*

20

*

() = standard error; [] = button press error (%).
*p< 0.05.

N ote.

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)

23*
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Probe-trial Data: Following Prime-trial Target Events
Mean Probe Trial Reaction Times (ms) for Pure Central (Condition 1)
and Pure Peripheral (Condition 2) Event Locations (Table 7)
Two one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were calculated using mean
within-subject reaction times, one each for Conditions 1 and 2, with Trial Type (target
repeat [TR], target control same side [TCO, SS] and target control different side [TCO,
DS]) serving as the main factor. The cell means for these analyses are found in Table 7.
For Condition 1, Trial Type F(2, 46) = 8.57,p <0.01, MSE = 172 yielded a
significant main effect with the follow-up Newman-Keuls test revealing that all pair-wise
comparisons differed reliably from each other with the exception of TR vs. TCO, SS
contrast. Most notable here is the unexpected inhibitory after-effect observed for the
prime target location (Buckolz, Fitzgeorge, & Knowles, 2011). It is not surprising,
however, that its magnitude (13 ms) was much smaller that the inhibitory after-effect
produced for distracter-occupied central locations (i.e., 40 ms, Table 2), likely owing to
the facilitative effect of the full repeat of the prior trial, including response repetition.
This positive repetition influence seems to offset the strength of the inhibitory after-effect
caused by whatever mechanism that is producing it. We can speculate that the inhibitory
after-effect is being caused by an inhibitory vector, pointing at the cued target location.
Finally, the fact that a comparable inhibitory after-effect is observed for the same
side, non-cued central location indicates that it experiences the same consequences of the
processing induced by the actually stimulated location, likely owing to their close
proximity. Actually, this result would be expected if an inhibitory vector was involved
(more on this later).
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For Condition 2, Trial Type F(2, 46) = 18.52,/» < 0.01, MSE = 138, yielded a
significant main effect. The Newman-Keuls test revealed that all pair-wise comparisons
differed reliably from each other, again with the exception of TR vs. TCO, SS. This
inhibitory after-effect at the cued location (and its same-side counterpart) is consistent
with earlier work showing an inhibition-of-retum (IOR) effect for target-occupied prime
locations situated in the periphery (e.g., Coward et al., 2004). Also in line with this prior
work, the size of the IOR effect is smaller for target (17 ms) than for distracter (47 ms,
Table 2) prime locations. Explanations for this result vary (Welsh & Pratt, 2006) and are
not of concern here. It is simply important to note that our target primes in the visual
periphery behaved consistent with past findings.
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Table 7
M ean P ro b e T rial R ea ctio n Tim es (ms) F o llo w in g T arget P rim es f o r P u re C en tra l a n d
P u re P e rip h e ra l E ven t L ocations.

Condition
Trial Type

Condition 1 (Pure Central
100

%)

Condition 2 (Pure
Peripheral 100%)

TR (9, 13)

336(10.3) [1.7]

341 (11.9) [2.2]

TCO, SS (11, 14)

337 (9.4) [0.6]

343 (11.4) [1.6]

TCO, DS (10, 12,15, 16)

323 (9.5) [1.6]

324(10.5) [1.3]

After-Effect (TR - TCO, SS)

+1

+2

After-Effect (TR - TCO, DS)

13*

17*

N ote. () =
*p < 0.05.

standard error (ms); [] = button press error (%).

Trial Tvoe Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)
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Mean Probe Trial Reactions Times (ms) for Centrally Cued Locations (TR,
IS) in the Mixed Conditions (3-5, Tables 8-9).
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated using mean within-subject
reaction times for centrally positioned cues in the three mixed conditions; Conditions (35) and Trial Type served as the main factors. The cell means for this analysis are found
in Table 8 . No significant F-values were produced. The inhibitory after-effects, found
with the pure central target positions earlier (Table 7), have been removed with the mixed
design. This result is consistent with the idea that an inhibitory net vector developed in
the mixed design, which moved the inhibitory vector away from the prime target
location. This decreased the amount of inhibition at that position. Because the inhibitory
after-effect is already weakened by the target-repeat impact (i.e., 47 ms to 13 ms),
moving the net vector further away from the prime target location reduced the inhibition
felt there to the extent that the inhibitory after-effect was removed.
The null effect of the Trial Type factor for Conditions 3-5 precludes the need to
contrast it with this significant effect in Condition 1 (Table 9).
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Table 8
M ean P ro b e T rial R ea c tio n s Tim es (ms) F o llo w in g T arget P rim es f o r C en tral C u es (TR,
IS) in the M ix e d C onditions.

Condition
Condition 3

Condition 4 (Mixed

Condition 5 (Mixed

(Mixed Equally

75% Central

75% Peripheral

Likely)

Primes)

Primes)

TR, IS (9)

284 (9.6)[1.6]

286 (9.7) [1.4]

277 (10.6) [2.9]

TCO, IS, IS, DS (10)

278 (7.7) [3.1]

283 (8 .6 ) [1.3]

275 (9.5) [1.9]

After-Effect (9-10)

6

3

2

Trial Type

N ote. () =
p > 0.05.

standard error (ms); [] = button press error (%).

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control
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Table 9
M ean P ro b e T rial R ea ctio n Tim es (ms) F o llo w in g T arget P rim es f o r P u re C en tral C ues
(TR, IS) vs. M ix e d C en tra l Cues.

Condition
Trial Type

Condition 1

Condition 3

Condition 4

Condition 5

(Central Pure

(Mixed

(Mixed 75%

(Mixed 75%

Equally

Central

Peripheral

Likely)

Primes)

Primes)

100

%)

TR, IS (9)

336(10.3) [1.6]

284 (9.5) [1.6]

286 (9.7) [1.4]

277(10.6) [2.9]

TCO, IS, IS, DS (10)

327 (9.1) [1.6]

278 (7.7) [3.1]

283 ( 8 .6 ) [1.3]

274 (9.5) [1.9]

After-Effect (9-10)

9

6

3

3

N ote. () =
p > 0.05.

standard error; [] = button press error (%).

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)
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Mean Probe-trial Reactions Times (ms) for Peripherally Cued Locations
(TR, OS) in the Mixed Conditions (3-5, Tables 10-11).
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was calculated using mean within-subject
reaction times for peripherally cued locations in the mixed conditions (Table 10) with
Condition (3-5) and Trial Type serving as the main factors. Trial Type F( 1, 23) = 6.71 ,p
<0.01, MSE = 320, produced the only significant effect. Technically, when coupled with
the non-significant interaction, the main effect indicates that inhibitory after-effects are
present in all Conditions (Table 10). Because these after-effect values were so small, we
carried out a series of planned comparisons for each Condition. Only Condition 5
produced a significant t-value, /(24) = 3.16, p < 0.01, SDD = 16.68, indicative of the
presence of an inhibitory after-effect. The general removal of the IAEs for the peripheral
prime-trial target locations in the mixed conditions (except Condition 5) is again
consistent with the involvement of a net inhibitory vector, which is moved away from the
actually cued prime location. This causes a reduced inhibition effect at the prime-trial
target location and hence the removal of the inhibitory after-effects (i.e., IOR effects).
It is difficult to know if the retained IAE in Condition 5 is a real or a chance
finding. If the former, it would suggest that the positioning of the net vector was
influenced to be closer to the cued location because of the greater probability (75%) of
this occurring in this condition. This is the only time we have seen such an influence in
this study. This might have caused the retained inhibitory after-effect in Condition 5. We
looked to see whether Conditions 2 and 5 after-effects were comparable. We calculated
an ANOVA, with Conditions (2 vs. 5) and Trial Type of main factors. While both
Condition F (l, 23) = 35.01, p < 0.01, MSE = 1601, and Trial Type, F (1, 23) = 11.68,p <
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0.01, MSE = 349, main effects were significant, their interaction was not, indicating that
inhibitory after-effect size was the same for the two Conditions (Table 11).
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Table 10
M ean P ro b e T ria l R ea c tio n s Tim es (ms) F o llo w in g T arget P rim es f o r P e rip h e ra l C ues
(TR, OS) in the M ix e d C onditions.

Condition
Trial Type

Condition 3

Condition 4 (Mixed

Condition 5 (Mixed

(Mixed Equally

75% Central

75% Peripheral

Likely)

Primes)

Primes)

TR, OS (13)

293 (9.1) [1.3]

290(11.1) [1.3]

293 (10.9) [2.4]

TCO, OS, OS, DS (16)

286 (8.3) [2.6]

285 (9.9) [1.3]

282 (10.7) [1.8]

After-Effect (13-16)

7

5

N ote. () = standard
*p < 0.05 (/-test).

error (ms); [] = button press error (%).

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)

11

*
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Table 11
M ean P ro b e T rial R ea ctio n Tim es (m s) F o llo w in g T arget P rim es f o r P u re P erip h e ra l
C u es (TR, OS) vs. M ix e d P e r ip h e ra l Cues.

Condition
Trial Type

Condition 2

Condition 3

Condition 4

Condition 5

(Peripheral

(Mixed

(Mixed 75%

(Mixed 75%

Pure 100%)

Equally

Central Primes)

Peripheral

Likely)

Primes)

TR, OS (13)

343 (12.6) [2.6]

293 (9.1) [1.3]

290(11.1) [1.3]

293 (10.9) [2.4]

TCO, OS, OS, DS (16)

328 (10.6) [1.3]

286 (8.3) [2.6]

285 (9.9) [1.3]

282(10.7) [1.8]

After-Effect (13-16)

15*

7

5

11*

Note. () = standard
*p < 0.05 (t-test).

error; [] = button press error (%).

Trial Type Classification Legend
IR = Ignored Repetition
IS = Inside (L2 or L3)
TR = Target Repeat
OS = Outside (LI or L4)
TCO = Target Control
SS = Same Side (of fixation cross)
DCO = Distracter Control
DS = Different Side (of fixation cross)
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General Discussion
Prior acts of inhibition of one type or another can interfere with current related
processing, a phenomenon referred to as inhibitory after-effects. In location-based tasks,
where individuals are required to respond to the position of a designated target stimulus,
inhibitory after-effects are associated with centrally positioned distracter events, or with
both target- or distracter-occupied locations positioned in the visual periphery. This has
been observed when the positions for event presentation have been either central or
peripheral within a trial series (i.e., pure design). To be more specific, in a pure design
using multiple manual responses, the inhibitory after-effects produced at distracteroccupied central locations have been attributed to the response inhibition these distracters
ultimately cause (e.g., Buckolz et al., 2004; Guy et al., 2006; Fitzgeorge et ah, 2011), and
not to inhibition associated with the location itself (Buckolz et ah, 2011; Guy et ah, 2006;
Edgar, 2011). So, absent the involvement of selective response inhibition effects (i.e., 1response designs), inhibitory after-effects should not be observed at central distracter
locations, since these locations are not themselves inhibited. In an apparent contradiction
to this view, Possami (1986) reported an inhibitory after-effect at a central distracter
location using a 1-response paradigm. Reconciliation of this finding with past work took
note of the fact that Possami used a mixed rather than a pure design, where both central
and peripheral event locations were utilized in the same trial sequence.
The proposal here was the inhibitory net vector model used to explain inhibitionof-return (IOR) after-effects, proposed by Klein et ah (2005), could, with modification,
account for the presence of an inhibitory after-effect for central distracter locations in
mixed designs. The inhibitory net vector model as described by Klein et ah dealt
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specifically with instances where simultaneous distracter stimulations were presented in
the visual periphery. In this instance, a net vector would develop pointing midway
between the stimulated locations that produced it, and would serve as a centre of
inhibition from which would radiate a declining gradient of inhibitory effects. According
to this model, inhibitory after-effects would be strongest midway between the stimulated
locations, but absent at the stimulated positions themselves (which are not themselves
inhibited). Data presented by Klein et al. showed support for these predictions and so for
his model of inhibitory after-effect production associated with peripheral distracter
stimulations (also see Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2009). The modification to the net vector
model we suggested here was that a net inhibitoiy vector could form on the basis of the
presentation a single (rather than multiple) distracter event in a mixed design, and would
point midway between the peripheral and central locations on the side where the
stimulation (i.e., cue) occurred. Further, the inhibitory net vector would develop
similarly, whether the single stimulation occurred at the central or peripheral position.
Our major aim here then was to determine whether our modified version of the
inhibitory net vector model of Klein et al. (2005) appeared to operate in mixed designs,
and, if so, whether it would explain why inhibitory after-effects are associated with
central-mixed but not with central-pure designs. The expectation was that we would
replicate this latter finding in the same study with the same subjects.
Evidence indicative of the involvement of an inhibitory net vector in our mixed
designs would take the form of inhibitory after-effects in the pure designs being
significantly reduced in magnitude in the mixed designs. This is because in the pure
design, the inhibitory vector generated by a single stimulation would point more or less
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directly at the distracter stimulated location, producing a strong associated inhibitory
after-effect. In the mixed condition, the net inhibitory vector would point away from the
actually stimulated position, reducing its associated inhibitory after-effect.
The overall results in this study supported the involvement of an inhibitory net
vector in the mixed designs. This was most evident following prime-trial peripheral
stimulations. Inhibitory after-effect size was larger at distracter-occupied peripheral
locations in the pure condition, while remaining present, but significantly reduced in
magnitude in the mixed condition. Peripheral target primes in the pure design produced
even smaller but still significant inhibitory after-effects, which were entirely removed in
the mixed conditions (except Condition 5). So, when the pure inhibitory after-effect
magnitude was large, the inhibitory net vector caused size reductions; however, when the
pure inhibitory after-effect was weakened by a repetition effect (e.g., Coward et al.,
2004), the movement of the inhibitory vector away from the stimulated location caused a
sufficient reduction in inhibitory after-effect influence that its presence was entirely
offset by positive repetition effects.
The pure central data were unexpected, showing inhibitory after-effects at primetrial distracter locations. That issue aside for the moment, although still being significant,
the size of this after-effect was reliably smaller in the mixed conditions, indicative of the
presence of an inhibitory net vector being operative. Again, the inhibitory after-effect at
the prime-trial target location in the pure condition was still significant, but smaller in
size (13 ms vs. 31 ms), again, likely owing to the facilitation effect of repetitions. As
well, this after-effect was eliminated in the mixed conditions, consistent with an
inhibitory net vector influence.
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In sum, the results in this study are consistent with the idea that an inhibitory net
vector can be generated by a single stimulation and that this occurs in mixed designs. We
should note, too, that there was virtually no evidence here to indicate that the placement
of the inhibitory net vector in mixed designs is influenced by the likely position of the
prime-trial cue (i.e., central vs. peripheral). Hence, our data represent a considerable
extension of the net vector theory as posited by Klein et al. (2005).
The finding of an inhibitory after-effect at our pure central distracter/target primetrial locations meant that we could not show that central distracter locations go from
after-effect free to after-effect present in going from pure to mixed designs, within the
same study and using the same individuals. So, on this account, we could not reconcile
the data of Possami (1986) with that of Guy et al. (2006) and Edgar (2011).
We are able, however, to reconcile our pure-central data with those of Buckolz et
al. (2011), Edgar (2011), and Guy et al. (2006) [i.e., no inhibitory after-effect for pure
central distracter locations], by speculating that our designated central position actually
occurred outside the foveal region of the retina. As we have noted earlier, prime-trial
peripheral stimulations, either ignored distracters, or responded-to targets, produce
inhibitory after-effects in a pure design (Coward et al., 2004; Fitzgeorge & Buckolz,
2009), as we saw in this study. If this is correct, we would need to adjust our description
of the net vector model to say that a single stimulation between peripheral locations can
generate an inhibitory net vector. It might be the case then that certain conditions have to
be met for this to occur (e.g., the two locations have to be separated adequately from each
other and from the central fixation cross). This being so, we would have serendipitously
used one here.
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In any event, it would still likely be the case that an inhibitory net vector would
also develop with mixed central and peripheral event locations, and so explain why
Possami (1986) found central distracter locations to produce inhibitory after-effects.
Because of the importance of the assertion that distracter-occupied central positions
(pure) do not generate inhibitory after-effects to the explanation of the spatial negative
priming (SNP-central) effect [Fitzgeorge et al., 2011), efforts will have to be made to
determine whether the current results, which oppose this view, resulted from procedural
error.
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